How would you like to work at a cutting-edge software company that places you at the
forefront of technical innovation and puts your well-honed skills center stage?
Beyond Now is an international leading ecosystem orchestration and digital platform provider, powering
organizations to launch new services at speed and grow revenue in an era of cloud, IoT, AI and 5G by utilizing our
digital platform and SaaS BSS. We're building our team with the best people, and that's where you come in.

Cloud Innovation Engineer (m/f/x)
Premstätten | Full-time | Immediate Start
What you’ll be doing:
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

You'll ride on top of the technology trend wave by designing new strategies and driving innovation in our cloud
infrastructure (currently based on AWS and GCS).
Your focus will be on the development/improvement of creative, future-oriented, and scalable cloud infrastructure
solutions by applying state-of-the-art technologies.
You'll continuously improve our automated CI/CD process.
You'll work in a highly motivated team of technology enthusiasts who embrace innovation and change.
You'll share your knowledge within the team.

What you bring to the role:
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒
‒

Completed IT education (HTL, Uni/FH) or comparable qualifications
Min. 5 years of working experience in relevant technologies
Excellent knowledge of and experience in cloud native technologies like Docker, Kubernetes and Terraform
Excellent overview/understanding of current trends in cloud technologies and services
Willingness to experiment with new technologies and break new ground
Knowledge or experience in Java and/or Linux
Convincing team player with the ambition to drive innovation and contribute ideas
Communication skills in English (verbal and written) necessary, German would be an asset

What’s in it for you:
-

-

Beyond Now Benefits:

While a minimum salary of EUR 3.600, - gross per month applies for this position, we offer payment in line with the
market depending on your qualifications and experience.

-

Find out more about us and what’s in it for you at:
https://www.bearingpointbeyond.com/en/company/careers/work-at-beyond/ and apply
here!

